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»Environmentality« (environmentalité) is the central concept Michel Foucault coined in 1979 to 
describe the coming postsovereign mode of governmentality. The horizon of the investigation of 
this new form of governmentality is no longer the ideal and the project of an all-encompassing dis-
ciplinary society, its mechanisms of pervasive normalization, and the exclusion of what cannot be 
normalized. Rather it is a society in which there is an environmental type of intervention producing 
new forms of subjectivation made possible by modulation through »environmental technologies«. 
In the days of massive datafication based on computation´s becoming-environmental and con-
sequential algorithmic gouvernmentality we have a deeper understanding what these modulating 
environmental technologies could be – technologies not anymore adapting actual, experiencing, 
sensing subjects and their behaviors but automatically adapting environments to individual and 
collective profiles.

Elaborating Foucaults intuition toward an analysis of the contemporary neocybernetic apparatus of 
capture the talk will develop the specific time-form of environmentality – key feature of our envi-
ronmentalitarian constitution – which is crucial for the automatic adaptation of environments and 
which is based on the microtemporal regime of computation: pre-emption. This machinic time-form 
– superimposing the antecedent mode of generative temporalization which concerned already 
the fundamental »pre« as imagination’s also always already technically based anticipation of the 
future giving time – is characteristic for environmental subjectivity. Working not via statistical pre-
diction but via subjectless pattern analysis preemption restrains and reduces subjects’ possibles 
and potency and it thereby marks the temporality of neocybernetic automated/automatic subjects. 
What does this environmentalitarian temporality mean for our sense of futurity as such? And what 
does it mean for the question of responsibility – in the sense of response-ability? In times of the 
technoecological condition these two questions lie at the heart of what might be called (echoing 
Gérard Granel) archi-politics which aims at reopening the possibility of common existence (exis-
tence-in-common) in the form of a world to come.


